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Abstract

Purpose We have developed a method to determine intrafraction motion of
the prostate through automatic fiducial marker (FM) tracking on 3D cine-
magnetic resonance (MR) images with high spatial and temporal resolution.
Methods Twenty-nine patients undergoing prostate stereotactic body ra-
diotherapy (SBRT), with four implanted cylindrical gold FMs, had cine-MR
imaging sessions after each of five weekly fractions. Each cine-MR examina-
tion consisted of 55 sequentially obtained 3D datasets (’dynamics’), acquired
over a 11 second period, covering a total of 10 minutes. FM locations in
the first dynamic were manually identified by a clinician, FM centers in sub-
sequent dynamics were automatically determined. Center of mass (COM)
translations and rotations were determined by calculating the rigid trans-
formations between the FM template of the first and subsequent dynamics.
The algorithm was applied to 7315 dynamics over 133 scans of 29 patients
and the obtained results were validated by comparing the COM locations
recorded by the clinician at the halfway-dynamic (after 5 minutes) and end
dynamic (after 10 minutes).
Results The mean COM translations at 10 minutes were X: 0.0±0.8 mm, Y:
1.0±1.9 mm and Z: 0.9±2.0 mm. The mean rotation results at 10 minutes
were X: 0.1±3.9◦, Y: 0.0±1.3◦ and Z: 0.1±1.2◦. The tracking success rate
was 97.7% with a mean 3D COM error of 1.1 mm.
Conclusion We have developed a robust, fast and accurate FM tracking al-
gorithm for cine-MR data, which allows for continuous monitoring of prostate
motion during MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT). These results will be used
to validate automatic prostate tracking based on soft-tissue contrast.

Keywords: prostate cancer, intrafraction motion, hypofractionation,
fiducial marker, tracking, cine-MR
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1. Introduction1

In present-day external beam radiotherapy (RT) for prostate cancer, ac-2

curate targeting is often based on kilovoltage (kV) and megavoltage (MV)3

imaging of implanted gold fiducial markers (FM). The implantation of FM4

prior to prostate RT allows accurate patient set-up verification prior to each5

fraction of the treatment [1, 2]. In addition, co-registration of planning com-6

puted tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images is7

more accurate with the use of FM [3]. However although this image-guided8

RT (IGRT) permits margin reduction [4, 5], online images acquired prior to9

the RT fraction do not adjust for intrafraction movement of the prostate,10

which can be significant and is dependent on patient movement, bladder and11

rectal filling [6–9].12

13

MRI provides several benefits during the RT planning process including14

increased soft tissue contrast for delineation of the prostate [10–12], seminal15

vesicles and organs at risk (OAR) without the use of additional radiation16

exposure. MR-guided systems [13, 14] harness the advantages of MRI for in-17

trafractional imaging with the potential for tumour tracking, gated treatment18

and adaptive radiotherapy [15]. For these to occur, a realistic assessment of19

prostate motion is required to determine the planning margins added to the20

prostate clinical target volume (CTV). Specifically, techniques for fast adap-21

tation to the anatomy of the moment based on continuous MR imaging [16],22

require reliable motion information to be automatically extracted from the23

image stream.24

25

Inter- and intrafractional prostate motion has been extensively studied26

[17, 18]. In particular, the use of cine-MR images can be used to reflect27

the prostate motion during a treatment fraction with previous studies using28

defined points of interest [7, 9, 19, 20], the prostate boundaries [8] or measure-29

ment of movement compared to a baseline contour [6]. These provide data30

on drift of the prostate as well as transient movements of varying magnitude,31

however do not consider the entire prostate volume. Continuous motion data32

during radiotherapy treatment itself is provided by tracking electromagnetic33

markers [21] and reporting the frequency and magnitude of displacements34

using the geometric center of the markers.35

36

FM have become the standard for accurate registration of the prostate37
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in kV imaging. We therefore first focus on FM tracking in MR images to38

obtain results that can be compared to the literature. FMs create a high39

signal on CT images [22] and are therefore easily identified, however, spe-40

cific sequences are required to visualize FMs properly on MR images such as41

spin echo, gradient echo and balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP)42

sequences imaging [23, 24]. More recent work has focused on automatic FM43

detection using these sequences [23, 25–28]. There are a number of methods44

including template matching to detect FM [26, 29], feature extraction from45

MR intensities [23, 28] or even a combination of approaches [25].46

47

Here we use an extensive dataset of three dimensional (3D) bSSFP cine-48

MR scans with sufficient temporal resolution to assess the accuracy of an49

automatic fiducial detection method. We assess the detailed characteristics50

of prostate motion, including rotations, over the ten minute period of the51

cine-MR, reflecting the duration of a RT fraction. We have developed the52

automatic fiducial detection method to obtain ground truth intrafraction53

motion in preparation of soft-tissue MR-guided RT of the prostate. To our54

knowledge, this is the first data using automatic FM tracking on cine-MR55

to assess intrafraction motion. The obtained results will be used in the56

development of a FM-free soft-tissue tracking method of the prostate.57

2. Materials and Methods58

Patient selection59

Twenty-nine patients undergoing prostate SBRT within the HypoFLAME60

trial (NCT02853110) with four implanted cylindrical gold FM (5 mm length,61

1 mm diameter), had repeated cine-MR imaging sessions at the University62

Medical Center Utrecht after each of five weekly fractions. During these imag-63

ing sessions, patient set-up was similar to that during prostate RT. Apart64

from drinking 400 ml water prior to scanning or treatment, no specific rectal65

or bladder preparations were applied.66

67

Image acquisition68

Each cine-MR examination consisted of 55 sequentially obtained 3D datasets69

(dynamics) that were acquired with a 3D bSSFP sequence using fat suppres-70

sion (repetition time (TR)=4 ms, echo time (TE)=1.98 ms, flipangle=30°,71

B0=3T) that provided good anatomical as well as FM contrast. Each dy-72

namic was acquired over a 11 second period, with a voxel size of 0.96x0.96x273
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mm3 and a 384x384x120 mm3 field of view. Each cine-MR exam therefore74

covered a 10 minute period.75

76

Manual FM identification77

The locations of the FM in the first dynamic were manually determined by78

a clinician, who marked the top and bottom location of each FM according79

to the method described by Maspero et al. [24], from which the FM center80

was obtained. The FM template containing the 3D-positions of all markers81

on the first dynamic was then stored. An example of manually segmented82

markers on cine-MR images is provided in Figure 1. The marking of the83

FM top and bottom was performed without reference to the CT of the pa-84

tient. The found marker template of the FM by the clinician was compared85

with available FM templates obtained from CT scans of the patients. The86

FM centers in subsequent dynamics were automatically determined using in-87

house developed Python code as described in the next section.88

89
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Figure 1: Overview of cine-MR images with manually segmented markers by the clinician.
Images A, B and C show the respectively transversal, coronal and sagittal slices of a
patient. Manually segmented marker top or bottom locations are visualized as the dots.
The (yellow) arrows in image A and B show the effect of a signal void caused by a fiducial
marker. The highlighted signal void in image A has no dot as this void is in the center of
a marker located in the cranial-caudal plane. The effect of the banding artifact caused by
rectal gas is highlighted by the (magenta) arrows in image C.

Automatic FM identification90

All dynamics were resampled to a voxel spacing of 0.25 mm3 to improve the91

accuracy and resolution of the automatic tracking results. Automatic deter-92

mination of the FMs in subsequent frames was then performed by defining a93

local kernel of voxels with a diameter of 7 mm and height of 14 mm around94

each fiducial center in the first dynamic. The defined kernels were individ-95
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ually correlated to subsequent dynamics using the Pearson correlation to96

determine the current location of all FM, in a radius of 15 mm around the97

initial FM position of the first dynamic.98

99

To reduce the influence of outliers from wrongly determined FM locations100

and increase robustness, the found FM locations of all subsequent dynam-101

ics were rigidly mapped to the marker template of the first dynamic using102

a leave-one-out strategy. All four possible combinations of three markers103

from the current dynamic were used to calculate a rigid transformation to104

the marker template of the first dynamic. The transformation with the low-105

est intra-marker difference between the mapped and original FM points was106

used for the determination of the final Euler transformation. The calculated107

transformation is thus based on three markers and describes the translation108

and rotation between the first and current dynamic and these variables are109

stored as the center of mass (COM) translation and rotation.110

111

The results from the algorithm were verified by comparing the automat-112

ically found COM locations with the locations manually identified by the113

clinician at the halfway (27th) dynamic (after approximately 5 minutes) and114

end (55th) dynamic (after approximately 10 minutes). The grid system used115

in this paper defines X as left-right (where positive denotes right), Y as116

anterior-posterior (where positive denotes posterior) and Z as the caudal-117

cranial axis (where positive denotes cranial).118

119

Statistics120

Different statistical analyses were used to assess the results. The analyzed121

statistical metrics include the systematic error per patient per time point,122

the group mean displacement per time point, population systematical error123

per time point and the population random error per time point. The system-124

atical error per patient (Sp) can be seen as the mean error over the patient’s125

treatment, and is calculated on time point ti by:126

Sp(ti) =
1

Nc(p)

∑Nc(p)

c=1
∆p,c(ti) (1)

With Nc(p) as the number of total cine-MR scans per patient (p), c as the127

cine-MR scan number and ∆ as the translation per direction in X, Y or Z.128

The group mean displacement (M) on time point ti can then be calculated129
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with:130

M(ti) =
1

Np

∑Np

p=1
Sp(ti) (2)

With Np as the total number of included patients. Using equation 1 and131

2, the population systematical error can be seen as a measure for the mean132

displacement in all patients and is calculated by:133

Σ(ti) =

(
1

Np − 1

∑Np

p=1

(
Sp(ti) −M(ti)

)2)1/2

(3)

The population random error is calculated by using:134

σ(ti) =

(
1

Np

∑Np

p=1

1

Nc(p) − 1

∑Nc(p)

c=1

(
∆p,c(ti) − Sp(ti)

)2)1/2

(4)

The population random error can be denoted as the effective random dis-135

placement, as it provides a measure for the mean fluctuations in the found136

result of the population [30].137

138

The algorithm’s success rate was determined by calculating the mean ab-139

solute intramarker distance between the FMs found in the current dynamic,140

and the FMs of the first dynamic, transformed to the current dynamic. The141

transformation of the FMs from the first to the current dynamic was per-142

formed by applying the inverse of the obtained transformation between the143

current and first dynamic. The intramarker distance was defined as the dif-144

ference between the found position of a FM in the current dynamic and the145

transformed position of the same FM from the first to the current dynamic.146

If the mean absolute intramarker distance was equal to or less than 0.25 mm147

(equal to the resampled voxel spacing), the identification of the individual148

FMs and the registration between the dynamics was considered a success.149

3. Results150

The algorithm was applied to 7315 dynamics over 133 scans of 29 patients151

and a graphical representation of these results is summarized in Figure 2 and152

Figure 3. Figure 2 provides an overview of the population mean translation153

results. The population mean rotation results are provided in Figure 3. Pa-154

tients spent on average 2.4±0.7 minutes on the scanner table before the start155

of the cine-MR imaging sequence. The mean 3D error in the COM position156
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found by the algorithm compared with the clinician on dynamic 27 and 55 is157

1.1±0.7 mm with the largest 3D error being 3.8 mm. The mean 3D error in158

the FM positions provided by the clinician based on MR images compared159

with the 3D positions obtained from CT scans is 1.6±1.2 mm. Linear re-160

gression analysis between the COM of the validation points by the clinician161

and the found COM positions by the algorithm returned a correlation value162

of 0.92. The success rate of the algorithm’s tracking and registration was163

97.7%.164

165

The found COM translations at 10 minutes were 0.0±0.8 mm (maximum166

3.4 mm) for X, 1.0±1.9 mm (maximum 9.7 mm) for Y (posterior direction)167

and 0.9±2.0 mm (maximum 8.0 mm) for Z (caudal direction). The rotation168

results at 10 minutes were 0.1±3.9◦ (maximum 30.3◦) for X (towards ante-169

rior), 0.0±1.3◦ (maximum 4.0◦) for Y and 0.1±1.2◦ (maximum 3.8◦) for Z.170

Cumulative 3D translation occurrences of the COM of at least 2, 4 and 5171

mm are provided in Figure 4. These results indicate the cumulative fraction172

of scans in which the 3D COM translation was larger than the thresholds173

from the start of the imaging sequence up to the time intervals of 1, 3, 5, 7,174

9 and 10 minutes. Results on the cumulative occurrences of COM rotations175

of at least 2, 4 and 5 degrees in the X direction are presented in Figure 5.176

Figure 6 provides an overview of the population systematic translation error.177

The population random translation error is given in Figure 7. An overview178

of individual motion paths of a single imaging session of a patient is given in179

Figure 8. The graphs show the difference in results for the cases when using180

three markers versus all four markers.181

182

Full automatic analysis of a single dynamic took 10 seconds, which is183

sufficiently fast to analyze an incoming cine-MR data stream without lag.184
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Figure 2: Overview of the population translation results, which show the found translation
trends of 1 mm in the posterior and 0.9 mm in the caudal direction with the found spread
(95 percentile) at each time point (over patients and fractions) as error bars. No translation
trend was observed for the left-right direction.
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4. Discussion185

Linear regression analysis indicated a good agreement between the COM186

of the validation points by the clinician and the found COM positions by the187

algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the first fully 3D cine-MR analysis of188

prostate intrafraction motion. This makes comparison to literature difficult189

and we can only compare to algorithms which are optimized for automatic190

fiducial marker detection in non-cine-MR sequences. An example of auto-191

matic fiducial detection is described by Ghose et al. who reported a mean192

centroid difference of 0.5±0.5 mm while using a voxel spacing of 0.6x0.6x2193

mm with non-cine-MR sequences specifically optimized for FM detection [25].194

The success rate of our tracking method for registrations was 97.7% based195

on an independent conservative measure as described in the material and196

methods section. On the other hand, we have detected prostate intrafraction197

motion of up to 9.7 mm, significantly larger than the obtained 3D error of198

1.1±0.7 mm. Therefore, the accuracy of our tracking method is sufficient for199

clinical application.200

201

While using three instead of all four available FM may seem sub-optimal202

at first, determining the Euler transformation on the best three fitting mark-203

ers to the marker template of the first dynamic result in lower errors for the204

found translation and rotation. All FM are individually tracked and used205

to determine the rigid Euler transformation. Therefore, a single wrongly206

localized marker can result in particularly large rotation errors as shown in207

Figure 8. In this figure, large rotation values can be observed for the X and208

Z rotation when using four markers around the 7 and 8.5 minutes mark. To209

reduce the influence of outliers and obtain robust motion results, the three210

best fitting markers to the marker template of the first dynamic were used211

to obtain the translation and rotation motion.212

213

A marker tracking simulation was performed to identify the effect of single214

voxel marker mis-locations in the anterior-posterior direction on the obtained215

rotation results. In this simulation, a fiducial marker model was used based216

on the group mean fiducial marker positions of all patients, obtained from217

the CT scan of patients. The simulation showed that the marker tracking218

left-right rotation results have a mean measurement step size of 0.67 degrees.219

220

Two scans were excluded from the analysis based on visual inspection221
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of the cine-MR data and the performance of the marker tracking algorithm.222

These scans were excluded due to an excessive banding artifact caused by lo-223

cal B0 distortions due to rectal gas and are typical for bSSFP sequences. The224

banding artifact overlapped on large portions of the prostate, which made it225

nearly impossible to find marker locations in the prostate with confidence.226

The effect of the banding artifact is shown in Figure 1, image C. Fernandes227

et al. [23] had previously reported the impact on fiducial detection of gas228

within the rectum causing a signal drop-off. Use of a different MR sequence229

(e.g. spoiled gradient echo) in future image acquisition can help to eliminate230

the influence of banding artifacts. Apart from these rare artifacts, we have231

shown that fast and accurate FM tracking on 3D cine-MR is feasible and232

may be applied on an MR-linac.233

234

A maximum 3D error of 3.8 mm in the COM position found by the al-235

gorithm compared with the clinician was found. This error is visualized in236

Figure 9 and Figure 10 in the supplementary material. In this particular237

case, two markers were identified which were placed relatively close together238

in the prostate. Further inspection showed that the signal void of both239

markers seemed to partially overlap in the cranial-caudal direction. It is a240

possibility that the clinician segmented the markers differently in the first241

dynamic, from which the template for the marker tracking is extracted. The242

error of 3.8 mm could then originate from deviations in the manual segmen-243

tations. An investigation with multiple observers could specify if this is the244

case, or that the difference originates from an error in the algorithm.245

246

The population results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the magnitude247

of intrafraction displacements continuously increased over the 10 minute in-248

terval. Next to the small overall trends, the spread of the displacements249

increased consistently. The growth of the displacements is visualized by the250

figures and suggests that the prostate will continue to move after 10 minutes,251

consistent with the random walk model of Ballhausen et al [31].252

253

Figure 4 shows that the translations continue to increase over time, which254

is also reflected by Figure 2. A majority of the scans (72%) showed a COM255

translation of at least 2 mm during the 10 minutes, while a COM translation256

of at least 5 mm was found in 17% of the scans during the 10 minutes. Only257

the X rotations were shown in Figure 5, as significant rotations about the X-258

axis were most commonly observed. More than one-third of the scans (37%)259
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showed a X rotation of at least 5 degrees during the 10 minutes. Z and Y260

rotations are less common with at least 5 degrees Z rotation in 9% and at261

least 5 degrees Y rotation in 3% of the scans during the 10 minutes. The262

maximum X rotation of 30.3◦ was found in a case where a gas pocket passing263

by caused severe intrafraction motion in the period of a single dynamic.264

265

The presented results are consistent with published results. Results from266

this research reflect that the largest rotation occurs about the left-right (LR)267

axis, while the translation motions are mainly found in the anterior-posterior268

(AP) and cranial-caudal (CC) direction [6, 8, 32, 33]. The population average269

trends can be described as a group mean displacement of 1 mm in both the270

posterior and caudal direction and an 0.5 degree rotational trend in the ante-271

rior direction over the X axis over a 10 minute time period. This may be due272

to a gradual increase in bladder filling. The effect of breathing on prostate273

intrafraction motion was not taken into account, as influence of breathing on274

prostate motion was found to be very small [19]. When considering prostate275

displacements, both the magnitude and duration are relevant. Our findings of276

increased movement over time are consistent with tracking data from electro-277

magnetic markers [21, 34], cine-MR studies [7] and transperineal ultrasound278

imaging [33]. As stated before, our findings indicate a monotonously in-279

creasing displacement with an increasing variance over time, consistent with280

findings reported in literature [31]. Similar results obtained with the Calypso281

Localization System over an 8 minute time period are reported by Olsen et282

al. [35], where the findings indicate prostate displacement trends in the Y283

(0.64±0.5 mm) and Z (0.96±0.6 mm) direction and rotation over the X axis284

(5.7±5◦). Huang et al. [36] reported an X-axis rotation of at least 5 degrees285

in 35% of all scans at 8 minutes time interval, in agreement with our findings.286

Comparable motion characteristics within the same order of magnitude have287

been reported by other groups [37–39].288

289

Clearly, a shorter treatment time results in less prostate motion and so290

effort should be put in reducing time between patient positioning and treat-291

ment if no strategies for countering intrafraction motion are available. This292

claim is supported by Ballhausen et al. [40] who found that the 3D prostate293

displacement significantly reduced from 1.31±1.28 mm for intensity modu-294

lated radiotherapy (IMRT) at 6 minutes to 0.96±1.04 mm for volumetric arc295

therapy (VMAT) of under 3 minutes. Similar conclusions were reported by296

Cramer et al. [34], who advise to reposition the patient for treatment dura-297
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tions over 4-6 minutes when no correction protocol for intrafraction motion298

is used. However, the picture dramatically changes if cine-MR data will be299

used to drive real-time plan adaptation on an MR-linac [16, 41]. Then, in300

principle, overall treatment time will not be vital anymore to treatment accu-301

racy but only to patient comfort and treatment costs. The cine-MR datasets302

analysed here incorporate a ten minute period, with the aim of representing303

the duration of treatment delivery. With the recent implementation of MR-304

guided radiotherapy at our institutions, the workflow encompasses acquiring305

daily MRI and online re-planning. The patient is therefore on the treatment306

couch for a longer duration, however repeat verification imaging is carried307

out prior to treatment delivery to ensure the coverage of the prostate remains308

adequate. The data we have presented here remains highly relevant, as the309

evaluation of prostate motion during the MR-guided workflow is paramount,310

particularly with the aim of real-time adaptive radiotherapy during treat-311

ment delivery in the future. In addition, using FM tracking will just be a312

first step in this process as the full potential of 3D cine-MR data for soft-313

tissue tracking and hence optimal dose adaptation can then be exploited.314

315

Therefore, our next aim is soft tissue motion monitoring of the prostate,316

without the use of FM. Our current research therefore involves the develop-317

ment of a FM-free tracking method of the prostate, where the results of the318

presented study will be used for validation.319

5. Conclusion320

We have developed a robust, fast and accurate FM tracking algorithm in321

cine-MR data, which allows for continuous monitoring of intrafraction mo-322

tion and validation of FM-free soft-tissue tracking methods in MR-guided323

radiotherapy. As stated before, to our knowledge this is the first data using324

automatic FM tracking on cine-MR to assess prostate intrafraction motion.325

We obtained six degrees of freedom prostate intrafraction motion based on326

volumetric cine-MR images only. The results include rotational analysis for327

which there is considerably less data available in literature than prostate328

translation. We found a continuous increase with time in intrafraction mo-329

tion magnitude (translations and rotations) over a ten minute period, which330

hardly flattened. The amplitude and temporal behavior of the found in-331

trafraction motion stresses the importance of real-time MR-guidance by fast332

imaging and dose re-optimization for prostate SBRT.333
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7. Supplementary material516

Figure 9: Overview of one cine-MR image set with the largest difference of the COM
between the manually segmented markers by the clinician and the positions found by the
marker tracking algorithm. Image A-D, B-E and C-F show the respective axial, coronal
and sagittal slices of a patient at the end of an imaging session. The marker positions
found by the clinician are provided in images A, B and C, while the marker tracking
positions are provided in images D, E and F. In this Figure, the middle of the fiducial
marker is indicated by the dot, as found by the clinician or marker tracking algorithm.
The arrows in image B and E show the position of markers number 2 and 4. The marker
shown in image A, D, C and F is labeled with number 4, corresponding to Figure 10.
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Figure 10: A 3D model of the markers and the center of mass (COM) from the case
with the largest difference in the COM between the manually segmented markers by the
clinician (diamonds) and the positions found by the marker tracking algorithm (circles).
All markers are numbered and have the same numerical labels as shown in Figure 9.
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